Students

Undergraduate

Whatever you need to navigate your journey through the School of Public Health, we have it here for you. Not sure where you want to go or what you want to study? Click “Prospective” and find out the wealth of opportunity we have to offer. Been accepted and wondering what to do next? Click “Admitted” for a roadmap of what to do before classes start. Already attending classes but looking for information about classes and graduation? Click “Current” for everything you need to make your time here successful.

Graduate

Our graduate programs in biostatistics, environmental health, epidemiology, health behavior, and health care organization and policy offer students intellectual tools to address complex problems with a global perspective. Whether you are looking for a highly-rated program that provides the opportunity to work next to leading researchers or a graduate student looking for information related to your studies, we have everything you need. Click the applicable link below for information related to your particular need.

Non-degree

We recognize that today’s health challenges are global, involving diseases that must be understood at the cellular level and addressed by communities. And we know that it is the public health practitioner whose work extends the lives of millions around the world. If you are looking for ways to enrich your skills and expand your knowledge but don’t have time for a degree, we have several options to suit your needs. Click either of the buttons below to find out about our certificate and professional programs.
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